
Remarks, Release, Interviews Item-Level Listing 

 

1959 

1959 Telegram release 
Subjects: Post Office construction, Royalton IL 

1959 “Vision of the Future,” AIS publication 

Subjects: Apparently a testament to a retiring ambassador to Israel; recalls his 

trips to the Middle East and to Israel 

1959 Statement in connection with a Joint Resolution to create a commission to study 

the role and function of the Supreme Court in the American constitutional system 
Subjects: Efforts to respond to the Court’s “usurping legislative jurisdiction”; the 

need for a commission to study the various legislative proposals 

1959 January Release 

Subjects: Dirksen’s exceptions to the staff report of the Subcommittee on 

Antitrust and Monopoly on S. 4070 to grant to professional team sports a limited 
exemption from the antitrust laws 

1959/1/9 Untitled 
Subjects: Cosponsorship of S. 49, a bill to encourage and stimulate the production 

and conservation of coal by creating a Coal Research and Development 

Commission 

1959/1/9 Statement 

Subjects: The president’s State of the Union address 

1959/1/12 Release 
Subjects: Dirksen’s bill to create a lake for recreational purposes in Lusk Creek 

Valley, Pope County 

1959/1/12 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Initial report for the 86th Congress; partisan composition; congressional 

personalities; demographic characteristics; committees and rules; Alaska’s 
senators; staff turnover as the result of the 1958 elections 

1959/1/14 Release [Draft included] 
Subjects: Dirksen and others introduce a bill to restrict the tax advantages 

granted to the D.C. Transit System, Inc., for the mass transportation line in 

Washington and to exclude such legislative authority in other fields to the 
detriment and destruction of small business enterprises 

1959/1/14 Release, “Speaking of Missiles” [Annotated draft in Dirksen’s hand included] 

Subjects: Responds to Senator Stuart Symington’s Senate speech criticizing Vice 

President Richard Nixon for declaring that the U.S. is ahead of the Soviet Union in 

ballistic missiles 

1959/1/15 Release 
Subjects: An Electronic Data Processing Center for the Veterans Administration 

will be located in the Chicago area 

1959/1/17 Senate floor remarks 

Subjects: S. 494 to increase the fees payable to the Patent Office 
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1959/1/17 Statement 
Subjects: Joins with Senator Paul Douglas to introduce a bill to authorize the 

appropriation of $500,000 for the purpose of promoting and insuring the success 

of the Pan American games 

1959/1/19 “Budget,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: The president’s budget; revenue sources (taxes, excises, customs 
duties); spending (national security, agriculture, among others); public debt; 

inflation and the value of the dollar 

1959/1/19 Release, “The National Pocketbook” 

Subjects: See “Budget,” same date 

1959/1/20 Statement 

Subjects: Introduces a bill to amend section 239 of the Immigration and 

Nationality Act to permit the confiscation of airplanes which engage in smuggling 
aliens into the U.S.; national security 

1959/1/20 Release 

Subjects: Dirksen’s proposals to support the Pan American games and to transfer 

federally-owned lands at Hines and Springfield IL 

1959/1/20 Release, “President Eisenhower’s Sixth Anniversary” 

Subjects: The administration’s accomplishments regarding foreign affairs, 
communists in government, government spending and debt, the farm program, 

missiles and rocketry, and civil rights, among others; responds to Eisenhower’s 

critics 

1959/1/21 Release, Office of Senator Thomas Hennings 

Subjects:  Joins with Dirksen and others to introduce a bill to grant certain 
antitrust exemptions to organized professional team sports 

1959/1/22 Release 

Subjects: Introduces a bill to create two new federal judgeships for the Northern 

District of Illinois 

1959/1/26 “Presidential Candidates,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 

to constituents] 
Subjects: Presidential aspirants in the Senate (Lyndon Johnson, John Kennedy, 

Stuart Symington, Hubert Humphrey, Estes Kefauver, Albert Gore) 

1959/2/2 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Congress’s investigatory functions and powers; Teapot Dome; 

investigations of communists in government; the cost of investigations; the 
subpoena power; Dirksen’s opinion that a single investigating committee should 

replace multiple committees 

1959/2/9 “Senator Green, Old Ghosts, Mikoyan,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: The resignation of Senator Theodore Green from the chairmanship of 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee; seniority rule; the Civilian Conservation 

Corps and Senator Hubert Humphrey’s bill to create a Youth Conservation Corps; 

the visit of Anastas Mikoyan, Deputy Prime Minister of the Soviet Union 
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1959/2/13 Release, Excerpts from Lincoln anniversary remarks to Chicago Republicans 
Subjects: To respond to electoral defeats of 1958, the Republican party must 

return to the fundamentals as personified by Lincoln; “Our cause is to keep the 

nation at peace, to keep it secure, to keep it sound and solvent, to preserve the 

dignity and integrity of the individual as an end in itself, to assert the national 
interests as distinguished from the narrower and more selfish interests of a group 

or segment of the whole, and to do those things which Lincoln once described as 

the legitimate objects of government, namely those things which people cannot 
do at all or do so well in their separate and individual capacities” 

1959/2/16 Release, “Statement on the Budget and Allegations that the 85th Democrat 

Congress Cut the President’s Budget by More Than $5 billion” [Reference material 

from the Bureau of the Budget included] 

Subjects: Refutes Democrats’ claims that “the President is a spender and that the 
Congress is an economizer”; explores seven counterpoints 

1959/2/16 Statement 

Subjects: Introduces a bill to amend the trademark act with respect to 

proceedings in the Patent Office 

1959/2/16 “Penal Institutions,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 
Subjects: The case for building more federal prisons; reasons for the growth in 

prison population 

1959/2/18 Release 

Subjects: Erroneous report that S. 505 was reported by unanimous vote from the 

Labor Subcommittee of the Senate Education and Labor Committee 

1959/2/23 “The Past is Prologue,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: Background for the housing bill and the federal aid to airports bill; 

proposed changes in the immigration and naturalization act 

1959/3/2 “The Berlin Crisis,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 
Subjects: Post World War II history of Germany and Berlin 

1959/3/5 Senate floor remarks [Draft included] 
Subjects: Controversy surrounding the construction of the new Senate Office 

Building; compares the First Congress with the 85th to demonstrate “the 

tremendous increase in public business” 

1959/3/6 Statement [Draft and reference material included] 

Subjects: Refers to a speech by Senator Clark of Pennsylvania and provides 
examples of congressional spending measures that the president has warned 

against 

1959/3/9 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Water resources; water consumption patterns; congressional 

appropriations for desalinization and other water conversion projects 
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1959/3/11 “The New Lincoln Picture,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 
to constituents] 

Subjects: Guests include Senator John Sherman Cooper and Jess Schleeker, artist 

who painted the Lincoln portrait marking the Lincoln Sesquicentennial which was 

placed in the Capitol Rotunda; artist’s description of his research and inspiration; 
Lincoln history 

1959/3/12 Release, “Senators Hall of Fame” 

Subjects: Comments on the selection of Senators Webster, Clay, Calhoun, 

LaFollette, and Taft for the Hall 

1959/3/16 Release 

Subjects: Skokie IL approved as the first site of a Civil Defense Emergency 
Hospital in Illinois 

1959/3/16 Release 
Subjects: Budget allocations for Wabash River Basin flood control 

1959/3/16 “Amending the Constitution,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Number of joint resolutions proposing amendments; the process of 
congressional consideration; examples of pending proposals for amendments 

dealing with statehood, reconfirmation of federal judges, repeal of the 22nd 

Amendment, to provide for a four-year term for House members (which Dirksen 

favors), to replace Congress members in the event of a disaster, and the line-item 
veto 

1959/3/19 Release 

Subjects: Post Office construction, Rogers Park IL 

1959/3/23 “The Congressional Record and What Gets Into It, Radio and TV broadcast [Text 

of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Rules for the Congressional Record; costs; reviews the components of 
the March 9 issue 

1959/3/30 “A Bird’s Eye View of National Defense,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 
weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Elements of national defense and national security policy; branches of 

the military; statistics on national defense operations; the military reserves; 
defense costs; comparison with the Soviet Union 

1959/4/2 “Senator Dirksen Cites Republican Record on Small Business,” Senate Republican 
Memo 

Subjects: Republican support of the Small Business Administration, the 

President’s Cabinet Committee on Small Business, government procurement 
channeled to small business, and other related assistance programs 

1959/4/6 “The Battle Lines on the Labor Management Reform Bill,” Radio and TV broadcast 

[Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Efforts in the last Congress to amend the Taft-Hartley Act; labor-

management differences (the “battle lines”) on labor reform; anti-racketeering 
investigations; Dirksen gave up Appropriations Committee for a place on the 

Senate Labor Committee; hearings on current legislation and subsequent 

committee action; review of the six titles of the bill likely to come before the 
Senate 
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1959/4/8 Senate floor remarks [Typed and annotated draft included as well as a 
mimeograph of excerpts] 

Subjects: Criticizes the recently published Democratic Advisory Council’s 

pamphlet, “How to Lose Friends and Influence: The Decline of American 

Diplomacy, 1953-59” as a “blatantly partisan statement” and “a remarkable 
creative achievement in the literary area of political brainwashing”  

1959/4/13 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: The U.S. missile program; types of missiles; costs and cost 

components; the “missile gap”; the U.S. has a “balanced defense” 

1959/4/14 Remarks, Seventh Annual Republican Women’s Conference, Washington DC 

Subjects: The U.S. is a conservative nation and the Republican Party is a 
conservative party; the case to be made is “to place country above party,” “to 

assert the cause of freedom and human dignity,” “to assert the cause of fiscal 

soundness and stability,” and “to keep government closer to the people by 
resisting the constant and unremitting expansion of Federal power” 

1959/4/20 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Fidel Castro’s (Prime Minister of Cuba) visit to the U.S.; senators met 

with him on Capitol Hill; describes Castro’s physical appearance; summarizes his 

presentation to senators by citing four themes; describes the question and answer 
period 

1959/4/27 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Taxation of personal income by one state on income earned in that 

state by a resident of another state; the possibility that only an amendment to 

the Constitution can resolve the issue 

1959/4/28 Release [Draft included] 
Subjects: Canada’s interest in water diversion from Lake Michigan by the Chicago 

Sanitary District 

1959/4/29 Release 

Subjects: Post Office construction of the Hegewisch Station on Chicago’s south 

side 

1959/5/4 “The Good Earth Brings Trouble,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Federal agricultural subsidies have resulted in “a great horde of surplus 

farm commodities” with high continuing costs to store; a history of farm program 

failures grounded in high price supports; various proposals to reduce the 
surpluses; Dirksen proposes ending the government programs in order to restore 

the free market to let supply and demand determine farm policy 

1959/5/11 “Fourteen Years After VE Day,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: World War II casualties; the financial and emotional costs of the war; 
what has transpired since May 8, 1945, on both the domestic and international 

fronts; the problems of 1945 continue (“survival and defense”) 

1959/5/13 Release [Drafts included] 

Subjects: Introduces a bill to provide for the conveyance of federally-owned land 

to the state of Illinois 

1959/5/13 Remarks, Farewell Dinner for Ambassador Abba Eban of the Republic of Israel 
Subjects: Challenges facing Israel; testament to Eban 
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1959/5/18 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The financial problems of the Interstate Highway System as costs 

outrun original estimates; the Highway Trust Fund mechanism; proposal to 

increase the gas tax; the option of tapping general revenue funds 

1959/5/21 Release [Draft dated May 20 included] 

Subjects: Proposals to investigate various agencies of the Agriculture Department 
represent a diversion from the main task of dealing with commodity surpluses 

1959/5/25 “Stormy Weather Ahead in the Field of Foreign Competition,” Radio and TV 
broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Memorial Day observations; foreign ministers are meeting in Geneva to 

deal with Germany and nuclear weapons; tobacco acreage control and price 
supports as an example of the dynamics of foreign trade; foreign imports threaten 

American producers; various proposals to deal with trade imbalances 

1959 June “Taking Stock of Congressional Action,” article prepared for the North American 

Newspaper Alliance 

Subjects: Charges that the 86th is a “Do-Less-Than-Nothing Congress”; Senate 
has passed a housing bill, an area redevelopment bill, and an aid to airports bill 

that require great increases in spending and the expansion of federal power; 

improvements in the employment rate 

1959/6/1 “A New Area of Pollution,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 

to constituents] 
Subjects: Air pollution; a bill to provide new funding under the Federal Air 

Pollution Act; smog in Los Angeles; automobile exhaust emissions; recent 

advertisement in the New York Times about the threat of strontium as a result of 
nuclear tests; sources of air pollution and potential solutions 

1969/6/6 “The Veto Power,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 

Subjects: The three branches of government; illustrates how the presidential veto 

power works and how Congress can respond; the president’s threat to veto 
congressional spending bills 

1959/6/15 “The Ceiling on the Public Debt,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Government borrowing and raising the debt ceiling; “Now you know 

every time this request for the lifting of the debt ceiling comes up it fairly throws 
both branches of Congress in a tizzy”; history of the public debt; causes of debt 

1959/6/16 Release, Office of the U.S. Senate Republican Policy Committee 

Subjects: Challenges a pamphlet produced by the Democratic Advisory Council 

alleging deficiencies in military preparedness 

1959/6/21 Face the Nation, CBS Television and Radio Network [Dirksen was the only guest] 

Subjects: The Republican Party’s prospects in the 1960 presidential election with 
comments on Richard Nixon and Nelson Rockefeller; Dirksen does not believe 

Republicans will win control of the Senate; government spending and the federal 

deficit; congressional action on President’s Eisenhower’s budget requests and 
“backdoor spending”; the Senate’s rejection of Lewis Strauss for Secretary of 

Commerce; Dirksen will not retaliate against the two Republican senators who 

voted against confirmation; the Geneva summit meeting of foreign ministers 
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1959/6/22 “Visiting Dignitaries,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: A recent visit by Illinois 4-H groups; observations on visits to 

Washington by Winston Churchill, Soviet Deputy Prime Minister Mikoyan, King 

Baudouin of Belgium, British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan, and Germany’s 
Konrad Adenauer 

1959/6/23 Youth Wants to Know, Westinghouse Broadcasting Company  [Dirksen is the only 

guest] 

Subjects: The Senate’s rejection of Lewis Strauss for Secretary of Commerce; 
potential presidential candidates—Dirksen will not be a candidate; the Republican 

Party’s prospects in the south; the constitutional amendment to limit a president 

to two terms; government spending and government bonds; the downing of an 

American aircraft in Asia; the summit conference and Berlin; France’s position in 
NATO; presidential action with regard to the steel industry strike; prospects for 

the president’s program in Congress 

1959/6/29 “Veterans Pensions,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 
Subjects: The difference between the disability benefit and the pension benefit; 

the variety of benefits and services provided to veterans; qualifications for 

benefits; costs 

1959/7/6 “The Operation of the White House Leadership Conferences,” Radio and TV 

broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The 8:30 a.m., Tuesday morning meetings with the president; recalls 

his failed effort to require such meetings in the Legislative Reorganization Act of 

1946; developing the agenda for the sessions; attendance; the president’s role; 
the post-meeting press conference; the follow-up meeting at 12:30 with the 

Senate Republican Policy Committee 

1959/7/8 “Minority Leader Dirksen Hints Special Session” 

Subjects: Reasons why a special session might be called, with emphasis on the 

need to act on a mutual security bill 

1959/7/14 “Castro, Communism, and the Caribbean,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The case of Major Pedro Luis Diaz Lanz, formerly the head of Castro’s 

Air Force, who defected from the revolution; Diaz’s testimony before the Internal 

Security Subcommittee about communists in Castro’s government; Cuba’s 
potential threat to the U.S. 

1959/7/20 Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects [Final report]: Two schools of thought about dealing with economic 

recession, i.e., those who see increased spending as the solution vs. those who 

believe “the best way to assure a growth to the country is to reinspire confidence 
to energize your free competitive system,” and the contrasting ways to approach 

the budget; a list of unresolved issues 

1959/7/21 Release, “Bi-State Development Agency Resolution Introduced,” Office of Senator 

Stuart Symington 

Subjects: Dirksen joins others to introduce a joint resolution to approve the grant 
of additional powers made by the Missouri and Illinois legislatures to the agency 

which operates in the St. Louis area 
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1959/7/21-23 Hearings held before the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure 
of the Committee on the Judiciary on S. 600 and S. 2374 [12 double-spaced 

pages. Dirksen’s questioning and statements included] 

Subjects: Challenges testimony that ethics regulations are required to prevent 

Congress members from exercising undue influence in contacting federal 
agencies; questions witness to determine coverage of a proposed law 

1959/7/26 “Ruth Hagy’s College News Conference,” ABC Radio and Television [Dirksen is the 

only guest] 

Subjects: The Republican Party’s anti-spending, anti-inflationary message; the 
president’s budget; prospects for the presidential election; Dirksen’s testimony 

regarding a senator’s right to intercede with federal agencies on behalf of 

constituents; Dirksen believes the Senate-passed labor reform bill is “weak” and 

“inadequate” and the prospects of a presidential veto if the House passes a bill 
and it is reported out of conference committee; the president’s veto of a housing 

bill; Dirksen’s position on the possible appointment of Charles Bohlen as special 

assistant to Secretary of State Christian Herter; the fate of a civil rights bill; the 
Big Four foreign ministers summit 

1959/7/28 Release 

Subjects: Federal funding of improvements to Chicago O’Hare International 

Airport 

1959/8/3 Release [Shorthand draft included] 

Subjects: Compliments Eisenhower for inviting Nikita Khrushchev to the U.S. 

1959/9/19 Release 

Subjects: Dirksen and the Postmaster General are collaborating on legislation to 
stop “the half billion dollar a year mail obscenity racket” 

1959/8/25 “Creed” 

Subjects: The fundamental issue “involves the salvation and survival of a free 

system in a free country”; calls for political action 

1959/9/14 Report of the Minority Leader on the 86th Congress, First Session [Hand-typed, 

large print draft and other annotated drafts included] 
Subjects: Comprehensive review of Congress and legislation 

1959 October “From Committee to Debate: The Work of a Senator,” Illinois History, v. 13, no. 1 
Subjects: Outlines his responsibilities as serving constituents, investigating the 

problems confronting the country, and legislating their solution; a senator’s 

workload; Dirksen’s own committee assignments and leadership duties 

1959/10/1 Article for the Information Please Almanac [Correspondence included] 

Subjects: The legislative accomplishments of the Eisenhower administration (labor 
reform, the presidential veto of eight spending bills, defeats on the Strauss 

nomination; the override of his veto of a second public works bill, and the 

highway bill); short descriptions of congressional action on a variety of subjects 

1959/10/20 Release [Draft included] 

Subjects: Nomination of Edson O. Sessions as Ambassador to Finland 

1959/11/10 Release 
Subjects: Testament to Senator William Langer 

1959/11/30 Release to the New York Herald Tribune [Draft included] 
Subjects: An unnamed labor dispute 
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1959/12/7 Opening Statement to the Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee [Nine double-
spaced pages. Draft included] 

Subjects: Hearings on administered prices and the pricing of drugs; states that 

the primary problem involved in administering prices is combatting inflation; 

defines six areas of emphasis for the hearings 

1959/12/8 Release 
Subjects: Selection of Senate Page Duke Zeller as a Junior Ambassador abroad 

1959/12/29 “Comments on the Rockefeller Withdrawal” 
Subjects: Factors a candidate considers in deciding whether or not to run; the 

Republican Party remains the conservative party 

1959/12/30 Statement to Copley Papers 

Subjects: The legislative outlook for the new Congress 
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